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Abstract� Pairing�based cryptosystems �PBC� have been attracted
by researchers in cryptography� Some implementations show that PBC
are relatively slower than the standard public key cryptosystems� We
present an e�cient implementation for computing Tate pairing on a
mobile phone using Java� We implemented the �T pairing �a recent
e�cient variation of Duursma�Lee algorithm� over some �nite �elds
of characteristic 	 with extension degree m 
 f��� ��� �	� �	�g� Our
optimized implementation for m 
 �� achieved about ��� seconds for
computing Tate pairing over FOMA SH��iS� NTT DoCoMo� Then our
implementation of Tate pairing is compared in the same platform with
other Java program of the standard cryptosystems� i�e�� RSA cryptosys�
tem and elliptic curve cryptosystem �ECC�� The computation speed of
Tate pairing is comparable to that of RSA or ECC on the same mobile
device�
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� Introduction

Pairing�based cryptosystems �PBC� can provide us several novel cryptographic
applications� e�g�� ID�based cryptosystems ��	� short digital signatures �
	� broad�
cast encryption ��	� etc� Some of them have not been achieved using the con�
ventional public key cryptosystems� Therefore PBC have been attracted by
researchers in cryptography� PBC use the Tate pairing on elliptic curves over
�nite �elds� The standard algorithm for computing the Tate pairing is Millers
algorithm� Millers algorithm is about � times slower than �����bit RSA and
����bit elliptic curve cryptosystem �ECC� ��	� It is an important research topic
to �nd more e�cient algorithms for computing Tate pairing�

Recently� Duursma and Lee introduced an e�cient implementation of Millers
algorithm speci�ed for supersingular curves over �nite �elds F�m ��	� The order
of the supersingular curves has the very low Hamming weight �i�e� �� and this
algorithm can be implemented in a closed form only using the arithmetic of the
underlying �nite �eld� Kwon then presented an e�cient variation of Duursma�
Lee algorithm without computing cube roots ���	� This algorithm over F��� has
been implemented in several milliseconds on FPGA ���	 or Pentium using C
language ���� �	� Moreover� Barreto et al� proposed the �T pairing algorithm
that is about twice faster than Duursma�Lee algorithm ��	� The number of the
loops in �T pairing algorithm becomes �m����� using an endomorphism map�



which is about the half of m used in Duursma�Lee algorithm� �T pairing over
F�m can be implemented under one second on a smart card ���	�

Java � Platform� Micro Edition �J�ME� is a secure and �exible Java plat�
form designed for embedding devices such as mobile phones ���	� Some appli�
cations of pairing based cryptosystems are suitable for the environments using
ubiquitous devices� Java provides several security components of the standard
public�key cryptosystem �RSA� ECC� and other cryptographic functions ���	�
Tillich and Gro�schadl presented some implementation of the standard public�
key cryptosystem over mobile phones ���	� However� no implementation of the
pairing�based cryptosystems using Java over mobile phones has been reported�

In this paper� the feasibility of Tate pairing on mobile phones using Java
is examined� We implement �T pairing algorithm over F�m for several exten�
sion degrees m � f�
� ��
� ���� ���g� and especially optimized it for extension
degrees m � �
� Because there is no JCE component for computing F�m � we
have to implement the arithmetic of F�m from scratch� We design that the
number of Java components is preferable to be as small as possible� and avoid
a large overhead in the computation speed when many Java components are
called� The speed of calculations in F�m strongly depends on the choice of the
representation of elements� so that we deploy the bit representation suitble for
basic logic operations in Java and the irreducible trinomial basis xm � xk � �
with smallest degree k� In this implementation� our program achieves about ���
seconds on FOMA SH���iS� NTT DoCoMo� Moreover� our implementation of
Tate pairing is compared with the standard public�key cryptosystems ������bit
RSA and ����bit ECC� using the Java components provided by Bouncy Cas�
tle ���	� Then the speed of our implementation is comparable to that of the
standard public�key cryptosystems with the same security parameters�

� Arithmetic in Finite Fields with Characteristic �

In this section� we describe the arithmetic of �nite �elds with characteristic �
of degree m� where m is positive integer� We denote by F�m the �nite �elds�

��� Bit Representation of F�m

Let F� � f�� �� �g be the �nite �eld with characteristic �� The element a in
F� is encoded by two bits such as a � �ahi� alo� for ahi� alo � f�� �g� In the
implementation we choose � � ��� ��� � � ��� ��� and � � ��� ��� The negative
�a for a � F� is replaced by �a�

Every elements in F�m are represented F� �x	�f�x�� where f�x� is an ir�
reducible polynomial of degree m in F� �x	� Let A�x� be an element in F�m �
A�x� can be represented as the polynomial of degree at most m � �� namely
Pm��

i�� aix
i �ai � F� � ��	� For our implementation� each coe�cient ai is repre�

sented as follows�

Ahi � ��am���hi� �am���hi� � � � � �a��hi� � Alo � ��am���lo� �am���lo� � � � � �a��lo�

Here we denote A�x� by �Ahi� Alo�� Using this representation� we need an array
with size of N � �m�W ��� for storing an element in F�m � whereW is the word
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size of the target processor� Note that a negative element �A�x� is replaced
�A�x� by changing Ahi and Alo�

��� Addition and Multiplication in F�m

Let A�x� � �Ahi� Alo� and B�x� � �Bhi� Blo� be the elements of F�m � Addition
C�x� � �Chi� Clo� � A�x� � B�x� is performed by the basic logic operators
�AND���� OR�j� and XOR���� as follows�

T � �Ahi j Alo���Bhi j Blo�� Chi � T � �Ahi j Bhi�� Clo � T � �Alo j Blo��

Subtraction A�x��B�x� can be computed as A�x��B��x� for B��x� � �B�X��
Multiplication in F�m consists of the polynomial multiplication step and

the reduction step� The polynomial multiplication step computes C ��x� �
P�m��

i�� c�ix
i � A�x� � B�x� for given A�x�� B�x� in F�m � The shift�addition

multiplication method is the simplest algorithm� and other methods �e�g� the
comb method� require additional memory comparing with the shift�addition
multiplication method ���	� Therefore it is suitable for the implementation on

memory constraint device such as mobile phones� Let A�x� �
Pm��

i�� aix
i and

B�x� �
Pm��

i�� bix
i be the elements of F�m � The polynomial multiplication step

C ��x� �
P�m��

i�� c�ix
i � A�x� �B�x� is performed by the following algorithm�

Algorithm � Shift�Addition Multiplication in F�m

Input� A�x� 

Pm��

i�� aix
i� B�x� 


Pm��
i�� bix

i � F�m �ai� bi � F� �
Output� C��x� 
 A�x� � B�x�
� C��x�� �
�� for i� � to m�  do
	� C��x�� C��x� � biA�x� � x

i

�� end for

Next� the reduction step is computed based on the irreducible polynomial
of F�m � In order to accelerate the reduction step� we deploy the irreducible
trinomial f�x� � xm�xk��� where m � k � �� The reduction algorithm with
irreducible trinomial f�x� is described as follows�

Algorithm � Reduction with Trinomial Basis

Input� C��x� 
 GF�	��x� of degree n �n � m� �� f�x� 
 xm � xk � �
Output� C��x� 
 C��x� mod f�x�
� for i� n downto m do

�� c�i�k � c�i�k � c�i
	� c�i�m � c�i�m � �c�i
�� c�i � �
�� end for
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��� Other Operations in F�m

We describe other operations in F�m � namely cube� inversion and cube root�

Cube� For a given polynomial A�x� � F� �x	� the cube of A�x� is calculated by

�A�x��� �
Pm��

i�� aix
�i� Therefore the multiplication step is computed virtu�

ally for free� We present two methods for the reduction step of the polynomialPm��
i�� aix

�i� One performs the standard reduction algorithm using the irre�
ducible trinomial xm � �xk � �� Another one utilizes a reduction table� which
directly �nds the reduced polynomial for a given A�x� � F� �x	� The speed of
the second reduction method can be optimized for �xed degree m� However the
reduction table should be prepared depending on the extension degree m� and
the �rst reduction method is suitable for general degree m�

Inversion� Inversion is performed using the extended Euclidean algorithm for
the polynomials over F� �x	� We developed a ternary version of the extended
Euclidean algorithm over binary polynomial F� �x	 ���	� The details of our algo�
rithm is described in appendix A� Another algorithm for computing an inversion
is the ternary gcd ���	� In our experiment� the ternary extended Euclidean al�
gorithm is faster than the ternary gcd�

Cube Root� Cube root is e�ciently implemented by the algorithm proposed
by Barreto et al� ��	� One cube root can be computed with the speed of at most
two multiplications in F�m �

��� Arithmetic in Extension Field F��m

Extension �eld F��m is represented F��m ��	�h��� and F�m ��	�g���� where h���
and g��� are irreducible polynomials h��� � ���� over F��m and g��� � �����
� over F�m � Let A���� B��� be elements in F��m � We denote by A��� � a���a�
the element in F��m � where a�� a� are elements in F��m � The operations in F��m

are implemented as follows�

� Addition� A��� �B��� � �a� � b��� � �a� � b���
� Multiplication � A���B��� � �t�� � t���� � �t�� � t�� � t���� where t�� �
a�b�� t�� � a�b�� t�� � �a� � a���b� � b��� Multiplication in F��m can be
obtained �� multiplications and �
 additions in F�m �

� Cube� A���� � �a��� � a��� Cube in F��m is computed by � cubes and �
addition in F�m �

� Inversion� A����� � t���a�� a����where t � �a��� a���� Inversion in F��m

uses � inversion� �� multiplications and �� additions in F�m �

� Implementation of Tate pairing

In this paper� we implement the Tate pairing on the following supersingular
elliptic curve over F�m �

E�F�m � � f�x� y� � F�m j y� � x� � x� �g�
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A point over curve E�F�m � is represented by �x� y�� where x and y are
elements in F�m � All points on E�F�m � with the point of in�nity forms a group
structure� The group order of curve E�F�m � is �E � �m � ��m����� � �� The
pairing based cryptosystems require the arithmetic of curve E�F�m � such as
point addition� point double� point tripling� and scalar multiplication ���	�

Let P � �xp� yp�� Q � �xq � yq� be input points over elliptic curve E�F�m ��
We describe some formulae on E�F�m � in the following�

� Point Addition� Point addition �xr � yr� � P � Q� �xp �� xq� is imple�
mented by the following algorithm xr � ��� �xp�xq�� yr � �yp�yq�����
where � � �yq � yp���xq � xp�� Point addition needs � multiplications� �
inversion� � cube� and � additions in F�m �

� Point Double� Point double �xr � yr� � P � P is computed by xr � �� �
xp� yr � ��yp � ���� where � � ��yp� Point double needs � multiplication�
� inversion� � cube and � additions in F�m �

� Point Tripling� Point tripling �xr� yr� � �P � P �P �P is computed by
xr � ��xp�

��� � �� yr � ���yp�
���� Point tripling requires only � cubes in

F�m and it is very e�ciently computed�
� Scalar Multiplication� Scalar multiplication is de�ned by dP � where P
is a point on E�F�m � and d is a integer� This algorithm is calculated by
triple�and�addition algorithm ��	� and can be obtain blog�dc point triplings�
about �

�blog�dc point additions and � point double�

Let l be a large prime number that satis�es lj�E and lj��	m � ��� Denote
by E�F�m ��l	 the subgroup of E�F�m � with order l� Let 	�x� y� � ��x� �� y��
be the distortion map� which maps a point Q � �x� y� on E�F�m ��l	 to the point
	�Q� in E�F��m ��l	 the elliptic curve de�ned over the extension �eld F��m � The
pairing e�P�Q� is a bilinear map

e � E�F�m ��l	�E�F��m ��l	� F
�

��m ��F
�

��m �
l

�P� 	�Q�� 	� e�P�Q��

which satis�es e�aP�Q� � e�P� aQ� � e�P�Q�a for every non�zero integer a�

��� Implementation of �T Pairing

Millers algorithm is the standard algorithm for computing Tate pairing� but
it is about � time slower than the standard public�key cryptosystems ��	�
Duursma�Lee algorithm is a simply modi�ed version of Millers algorithm for
supersingular curves over F�m ��	� The order of the supersingular curve has
the very low Hamming weight �i�e� �E � �m � ��m����� � �� and this algo�
rithm can be implemented in a closed form �any operators with the arithmetic
in F�m �� Barreto et al� proposed a faster variation of Duursma�Lee algorithm
called �T pairing ��	� The number of the loops in �T pairing algorithm is reduced
to the half of that in Duursma�Lee algorithm� and �T pairing is about twice

faster than Duursma�Lee� We have the relationship �T �P�Q�
����m����	���	 �

e�P�Q���
�m����	

for given two points P�Q � E�F�m ��l	� We describe the algo�
rithm of �T pairing in the following�

�



Algorithm � �T pairing on E�F�m � � y
� � x� � x� �� m � 
� mod ��

Input� P 
 �xp� yp�� Q 
 �xq� yq� � E�F�m �
Output� �T �P�Q� � F��m

� yp � �yp �in F�m �
�� f � yq� � yp�xp � xq � � � yp� �in F��m �
	� for i� � to �m� ��� do
�� u� xp � xq �  �in F�m �
�� g � ypyq� � u� � u�� �� �in F��m �
�� f � fg �in F��m �

�� xp � x
���
p � yp � y

���
p �in F�m �

�� xq � x�q� yq � y�q �in F�m �
�� end for

�� return f ��
�m

�����m�����m���m����	���

The �nal exponential f ��
�m

�����m�����m���m����	��� can be e�ciently com�
puted ���� �	� Indeed� we can use equation f ��

�m
��� � �f� � f����f� � f���

��

for f � f� � f��� and remaining exponent can be computed by �m cubes� �
multiplications and � inversion in F��m �

� Implementation using Java

Java is a multi�platform language� which is suitable for the programming on
ubiquitous devices and can develop security systems more easily comparing
to some other program languages such as C� Java Micro Edition �J�ME� is
one of component set of Java �� and often uses embedded devices such as
mobile phone� Java cryptography extension �JCE� is component library provide
cryptography communication functions� Java language supports JCE which has
the standard public key cryptosystem components� e�g� RSA cryptosystem and
elliptic curve cryptosystems etc ���	� Cryptographic components are provided
by some institutes� for examples� Bouncy Castle ���	 and IAIK ���	� On the
other hands� the pairing�based cryptosystems �PBC� accomplish novel security
applications on ubiquitous environments� Therefore it is an interesting research
topic to implement PBC on ubiquitous devices� However� no implementation
of PBC on mobile phones has been reported�

In this paper� we try to implement Tate pairing from scratch in Java� There
is a large overhead in computation speed when many components of J�ME
are called� The goal of our implementation is to develop e�cient computing
of Tate pairing� so that the number of Java components is preferable to be as
small as possible� Indeed� our program has a simply structure of Java class that
contains variables and methods� We implement six Java classes� i�e� �nite �eld
parameters� �nite �eld� extension �eld of extension degree �� extension �eld of
extension degree �� elliptic curve point� and Tate pairing�

Another goal is to implement Tate paring by a general�purpose program
that can compute by various extension degreem and irreducible trinomial f�x��
This is important to enhance the security by increasing the degree m in the
future� The general�purpose program has the following variables of �nite �eld
F�m appeared in Section �� namely the characteristic �� the extension degree
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m� the middle degree of the irreducible trinomial k� the array size N � and the
word size W � Then this program can support various extension degrees with
di�erent irreducible trinomials�

On the other hand� we develop an optimized program for Tate paring with
F��� � The optimized program does not have the above variables� in other words
does not have the �nite �eld parameters class� but this includes directly values
that correspond to these variables in algorithm� Moreover we improve multipli�
cation and cube for the optimized program� and thus this program is computed
faster�

��� Timing Results on a Mobile Phone

In this section� we describe timing results of our implementation using Java� We
use a mobile phone FOMA SH���iS� NTT DoCoMo in order to measure timing
result� We utilize degree m � f�
� ��
� ���� ���g� and the irreducible trinomial
f�x� used for each degree m is as follows� x
�� x����� x�	��x
	 ��� x�
� �
x����� x��
�x����� respectively� Table � presents the timing of the �T pairing
over F�m and the arithmetic in F�m appeared in Section �� We show the timing
of using the general�purpose program by degree m � f�
� ��
� ���� ���g� The
optimized program for extension degree m � �
 is denoted by �optF��� �� The
timing results of F�m and �T pairing are shown in the following� All timings
are estimated on average by randomly chosen one thousand elements�

Table �� Timing of Tate Pairing with Several F�m �msec�

Operator optF��� F��� F���� F���� F�	��

Addition ����	 ���� ������ �����	 �����

Subtraction ����� ����	 ������ ����	� �����

Multiplication ������ ������ ����� ����	� ���

Cube �����	 ������ ���� ����� ��	��

Inversion ����� ��� 	����� �����	 �����

Cube Root ������ ��	�� ���� ������ �����

�T pairing ������ ������ �����	 �	����� 	������

Addition� subtraction and cube implemented by the general�purpose pro�
gram in F�m are computed in almost same speed for each degree� The other
operations �multiplication� inversion and cube root� become gradually slower
as the degree m increases� Here �T pairing algorithm uses many multiplications
and cubes� whose number increases based on the degree m due to the number
of loop� Therefore the timing of �T pairing also become slower in terms of in�
creasing the extension degree m� For example� the timing of �T pairing over
F�	�� is about � times slower than that over F��� �

On the other hands� the timing of �T pairing by the optimized program over
optF��� is about ��� time faster than that by the general�purpose program�
because the optimized program is implemented using less variables� and has
more e�cient algorithms for multiplication and cube�






��� Comparison to Standard Cryptosystems

In this section� we compare our implementation of �T pairing over F��� to
the standard public key cryptosystems� i�e� �����bit RSA and ����bit elliptic
curve cryptosystem �ECC� over F���� � Other papers show that the size of these
parameters have the same security level ��	�

We implement a modular exponentiation for �����bit RSA and a scalar
multiplication for ����bit ECC over F���� using components distributed by
Bouncy Castle ���	� The modular exponentiation is �T d mod n� for given �����
bit integers T� d� n� We use the parameters of ECC from Certicom ���	� and the
scalar multiplication is dP for a given ����bit integer d and a point P � Timing
results for each cryptosystem are as follows�

Table �� Comparison of Timing with Other Cryptosystems �msec�

Operator FOMA SH��iS Pentium M

�T pairing with F��� ������ ���

Modular exponentiation of ����bit RSA ��	���� �����

Scalar multiplication of ECC over F���� 	������ ���	

�T pairing with F��� is faster than the modular exponentiation of �����bit
RSA and the scalar multiplication of ����bit ECC� However our implementa�
tion of �T pairing does not su�ciently support the processing by exceptions�
comparing with the release version of Bouncy Castle provider� Therefore the
timing of �T pairing with F��� is relatively fast� but �T pairing is still calculated
enough e�cient� For the comparison we also show the timings of executing the
same programs on a Pentium M ��
�GHz with �GB RAM using J�SE�

� Conclusion

In this paper� we presented the �rst implementation of Tate pairing over a mo�
bile phone using Java� The �T pairing over �nite �elds with characteristic three
F�m � which is the fastest version of Duursma�Lee algorithm� was implemented�
There is no mathematical library from the Java cryptographic extension �JCE�
for computing the arithmetic of �nite �elds F�m � so that we implemented it
from scratch in JAVA� The optimized implementation of the �T pairing with
m � �
 achieves about ��� seconds on a mobile phone FOMA SH���iS� NTT
DoCoMo� This mobile phone is not the currently newest one� and the process�
ing speed of the next models should become faster� Therefore the paring�based
cryptosystems can be e�ciently implemented on mobile phones using Java�
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A Extended Euclidean Algorithm by Ternary

Polynomial

The extended Euclidean algorithm for the polynomials over F� �x� is shown �����
We develop a ternary version of the extended Euclidean algorithm� Let A�x�

	



be the element in F�m 
 and deg�� be the function computed degree� Inversion
�A�x���� mod f�x� is computed as follows�

Algorithm � Inversion in F�m

Input� A�x� � F�m � F� �x���f�x��
Output� �A�x���� mod f�x�
�� u� A�x�� v � f�x�
�� g� � �� g� � 	
�� while deg�u� �� 	 do


� j � deg�u�� deg�v�
�� if j � 	 then

� u� v� g� � g�� j � �j
�� end if

�� if ui � vi �� 	 then

�� v � �v� g� � �g�
�	� end if

��� u� u� v � xj

��� g� � g� � g� � x
j

��� end while

�
� if ui � � then

��� g� � �g�
�� end if

��� return g�

B Arithmetic in F��m

Extension �eld F��m can be represented by F�m ����g���
 where g��� is an ir
reducible polynomial g��� � �� � � � � over F�m �X �� We denote by A��� the
element in F��m 
 where A��� � a��

��a���a� for a�� a�� a� � F�m � Arithmetic
in �eld F��m is performed as follows�

� Addition � A��� �B��� � �a� � b���
� � �a� � b���� �a� � b���

� Multiplication � Let t�� � a�b�� t�� � a�b�� t�� � a�b�� t�� � �a� �
a���b� � b��� t�� � �a� � a���b� � b��� t�� � �a� � a���b� � b��� Then
A���B��� � �t���t���t�����t���t���t���t������t���t���t���t����

��
Multiplication in F��m is computed by � multiplications and �� additions
in F�m �

� Cube � A���� � a�
�
�� � �a�

�
� a�

�
�� � �a�

�
� a�

�
� a�

�
�� Cube in F��m uses �

cubes and � additions in F�m �
� Inversion � We implemented using the algorithm shown by Kerins et�

al� ����� This algorithm can be obtained with � inversion
 	 multiplications
and �� additions in F�m �

��


